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The College mourns the death of Susan 
Roberts, who graduated June 12th, 1966. She 
died in the flower of her youth on November 6th, 
1966. 

The enigmatic composition of her vital 
forces, the veiled nature of her temper, the hid
den sources of her impulses - all these were not 
revealed to most of us. But to all of us who knew 
her from seminars, tutorials, preceptorials, or 
private conversations, the alertness of her mind, 
the penetrating vigor of her understanding, the 
unfailing grace of her intelligence were wonder
fully conspicuous. The work she did as editor of 
the COLLEGIAN was exemplary. 

Her life was like a streak of light. The 
radiance it left cannot fade. 



Any merit this paper has owes much to many interesting discussions 
which I had during the summer of 1964 with my former colleague, · 
Professor John Narveson, of the University of Waterloo, Ontario. Its 
shortcomings are my responsibility. Tue substance of the argument 
was presented to a collognium at the University of Maryland in the 
Spring of 1966. 

On the Untenability of Pacifism 

- - Geoffrey Comber 

Though the term "pacifism" has been part of our language for 
many years, it is only in the most recent years that it has been em -
ployed as the label of a variety of doctrines which, in turn, have been 
appealed to to sanction a great number of acts of considerable social 
impact. It is important, therefore, both intellectually and socially, 
to conduct an analysis of what is meant by "pacifism" so that we may 
be clearer about the conceptual and social ramifications involved 
and, to that extent, become more responsible in our endorsement or 
rejection of one of the doctrines. I say "doctrines, " since there are 
a motley collection of meanings which parade under the heading of 
pacifism. For example, a person who cringes and is revolted by the 
sight (or hearing) of an innocent child being cruelly beaten by an adult 
might explain this revulsion by saying, '1 guess that's my pacifist 
tendencies showing." On further questioning, he might generalize 
and say that by being a pacifist he means that he believes the inflict
ing of pain should be avoided if at all possible. But this surely takes 
any special sting out of the doctrine of pacifism, for with that last 
clause, "if at all possible, " he has watered down his doctrine to the 
point where almost all mankind would readily agree with him. "Viol
ence is an evil to be avoided if possible" is not hard for us all to 
agree with while still engaging in violent acts, simply by recognizing 
the fact that our choices frequently lie between two or more relative
ly evil alternatives. 

But it is not this extended and hopelessly all-embracing meaning 
of the term that I am interested in. The doctrine that is philosophi
cally interesting is the one which claims that non -violence or peace 
should be preserved at any cost; even in the face of a violent attack 
upon the person holding the doctrine, or his friends and loved ones. 
To put this same point negatively, it is said that a person should not 
use violence under any circumstances, even to combat or prevent 
violence. 

The pacifist, as I understand him, is not the person who be
lieves that a bare minimum of force is to be used against one who at
tacks us. That the response to an attack upon our friends or our
selves should be appropriate to that attack is a view held by most of 
mankind. Few people think it justifiable that we should respond with 
a knife stab to the heart or a shot in the head against a hoodlum who 
kicks us on the street. It is surely more appropriate merely to kick 
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him where it hurts more, or rap him smartly with an unbrella, etc. 
But, I take it, the pacifist would not agree. For, if he, too, holds 
that we may meet force with the least force necessary to prevent 
further attack, then he has to show in what way his views are differ -
ent from those of us who believe the same yet call ourselves non -
pacifists. Indeed, we don't have to be a pacifist to hold that, if we 
are sufficiently powerful, we ought not to inflict pain at all on the 
kicking lout, but simply to render him helpless painlessly by tying 
his hands and feet with rubber-padded cords. 

It becomes apparent, therefore, that to be clear as to what con -
stitutes a pacifist, we must ask a believer several important questions. 

Let us take the central tenet of the pacifist as the following: 
One should not respond to violence with violence. What we now need 
to ask the alleged pacifist is, 

(a) What is the scope of the principle with respect to the agent, 
i.e., who should not respond? 

(b) Are there any qualifications regarding the object of the 
principles, i.e., is it justifiable forcefully to resist some attackers 
but not others? 

(c) What is the status of the principle, i.e., is it a moral obli -
gation, or, say, an effective strategem? 

Briefly, I intend to show that, in order to make of pacifism a 
principle. which could conceivably make obligatory claims on our con -
duct, it is necessary to give the answers, a) Everyone, b) No, and 
c) A moral obligation. 

Who should not respond to violence with violence? There seem 
to be three alternatives. i) Our pacifist friend may reply, "Well, 
far be it from me to speak on anyone else's behalf, it is only I who 
should behave thus, but it would please me if others felt the same 
way." But this, while he can call himself a pacifist if he wishes, is 
not to hold any principle at all. It is no different from a person who 
just happens to delight in the sound of a 'cello played well. It lays no 
obligation on anyone else to love 'cellos, no reasons are offered for 
'cello-loving, and it would probably please the 'cello-lover to have 
more 'cello-lovers, so that they could take their enjoyment in com
pany. A 'principle' which only applies to the person who merely 
happens to hold it is no principle at all--it is the expression of a 
peculiarly personal feeling, which may only by coincidence, be 
similar to someone else's. 

ii) But suppose our question is answered by trying to delineate 
some class of agents on whom the principle is binding. Clearly, the 
pacifist cannot draw such limiting lines arbitrarly. E.g., it would 
be rejected as absurd if it were held to apply only to the class of 
green-haired men, or to those with an I.Q. above 115. No, the only 
sub-class of men to whom it could significantly be said to apply (to 
the exclusion of the remainder of mankind) is the class of "enlightened, " 
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or "wise" men. But this class would be co-extensive with the class 
of "pacifists" according to our pacifist. So the doctrine is now: 

· Only pacifists should not meet violence with violence. But this is 
clearly a petitio principi, for who, we must ask, are pacifists? 
People who believe they should not meet violence with violenc_e. Well, 
who shouldnot meetvfolence with violence? Pacifists. In otherwo:tds, 
the 'principle' that: Only pacifists have the duty of non-violence, is 
not a principle at all. It gives us no answer to the question of the 
scope of the principle, but is merely an elleptlcal and misleading way 
of telling us that pacifists, in fact, believe that one should not meet 
violence with violence - -something which is surely not informative, 
and certainly does not begin to answer the question we asked. _ .. But 
perhaps it is to be argued that we misread the principle, and that 
really what was meant was that: Only people who believe -that violence 
should not be met with violence have the duty not to meetviolence with 
violence. The problem- now is that this interpretation falls into. the 
trap of holding that "believing makes it so." No. amount of rhetorical 
devices and argumentation can conclude '.'P is true" from "I believe 
P." That is, it does not follow that "A has a duty D"from. '·'A believes 
he has the duty D." The question we are interested in is, why do only 
pacifists have the duty of not meeting violence with violence? And it 
is inadequate to reply to that, "Because they believe they are the only 
ones who have the duty. " 

iii) The only alternative left is that, if the doctrine is to be held 
as ~ intelligible principle, then it has to be offered as universally 
applicable. That is, all men should meet violence with non-violence. 

b) It is justifiable to resist some attacks and not others? 

It may be argued that our simple formulation of the pacifist 
doctrine needs qualification with respect to the object of"the attack. 
Specifically, the pacifist should be characterized as one who holds 
that violence should not be met with Violence if the pacifist himself 
is the object of the attack, but he may resist violently attacks on 
someone else. For example, if the pacifist is attacked, he should 
turn the other cheek, but he may resist attacks on his children. This 
view is surprisiilgly commonly held in spite of the fact that, upon 
close sc:i;-utiny, it is an extremely odd position. What is implied by 
such a view? It means that my person has no rights of protection~ · 
but, for some pecular reason, other persons have such rights. · But if 
it is true that the pacifist doctrine is universally applicable, that 
other person (the attacked) should not aid us in his own defence. so· 
we have a picture of the victim doing nothing on his own behalf, while 
we are going to his assistance to prevent him :Q:om harm~- But it is 
now ourselves who are the object of the attack ( for the attacker must 
now get rid of us to get on with his original task). Consequently, we 
must now become passive and submit, which re-establishes the first 
victim as justified in defending us; but then he automatically becomes 
the new object, and must revert to passivity, etc . ad infintum. The 
result, presumably, is that the pacifist is driven back to his earlier 
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position, whi.ch he tried to qualify in ·the way described above, and 
must say agam, no person may defend either himself or anyone else. 

. .But,- the p~ifist will cry out that we are distorting and ridicul -
~ hrm. He ~ll say that, of course a man should defend his own 
children--tllat is part of his responsibility as a father. And to say it 
i~ a r~sponsibility is to .say_ 1;1.ot only th.at a man has a right to defend 
h~s childr.en,. but an obligation, too. But this is a contradiction with 
his doctrme that, Everyone ought not to defend himself. For it fol -
lows from that. univ~rsal pr~c~ple that, if you are a person, then you 
~ho.uld put yourself m the position of being undefended. Now the child 
~s m accord with that principle (whether by desire or necessity is 
irrelevant), and therefore, if the principle is morally correct and to 
be maintained, the child should not even be encouraged to be out of 
th~ accord. But the p~ifist doctrine, as modified above, tries to 
claim that we have a right and obligation to remove the child from 
that morally proper position by changing it from an undefended pe~son 
to a defe~ded per~on. This is merely as clear a case as one might 
hope to find of an mternally inconsistent doctrine. 

.; No, he must say that his doctrine that,· "Everyone should not 
resist vio.lence with violence"~ is universally applicable with respect 
to the 0~1ect of the at1;ack, JUSt as we saw it had to be universal in 
sc?Pe ~th res~ect to those on whom the principle was binding- -his 
children s physical safety notwithstanding. 

. c) Finally, let us turn to the question of the status of this prin-
~iple. I have used the terms, "moral, " "right, " "obligation" and 
what a .man oug.ht to do, " in the sections above. And I think it is 

worthwhile to. pomt out the necessity for treating pacifism as an in -
tended moral doctr~.e as distinct from a matter of tactics in getting 
your own way. Pacifism can be and is sometimes defended as a suit
a?le tactic ~.accomplishing. some other goal. For example, prin
ciple~ of pacifism have been invoked on behalf of civil rights causes. 
To turn_ the other cheek, leg or arm when attacked by Bull O'Connor's 
dogs takes a great deal of self-discipline. But we must ask, Why turn 
the other cheek~ .It may be answered that in so doing, and making 
sure .th.at those incidents are well and truly recorded in the press and 
television reports, the righteous ~dignation and wrath of large seg
ments of ?ther parts of the population· are• turned against the aggres -
sors and in favor of the civil rights workers. Whereas, if the work
ers we.re to retaliate violently by slaughtering the dogs and maiming 
the police, the reverse reaction would be adopted bythemajority of 
the onloo~ popullll:io~. ~ ~us, to turn the other cheek is tactically 
successful in accomplishing what the civil rights workers desired. 
But s~pose fo+ a moment that this was empirically not borne out. 
That is, suppose that in the act of tirrning the other cheek the effect 
were to infuriate most Americans and even world opinion' to the point 
~~re they egged on the dogs and police to greater and greater indig
mttes and cruelty; perhaps hoping to get some reaction from the 
workers to show that they .had some manhood in them. This is by no 
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means an outrageous supposition. It has occurred frequently in his
tory that the very act of passively accepting pain and torture provokes 
the masses of onlookers to greater violence. It is clear under these 
conditions that it is tactically absurd to pursue the pacifist's course. 
But surely the pacifist, as we are circumscribing him, must continue 
to pursue the passive course, . even though his original interests re· 
cede further away, and his acts encourage in others that which he 
holds to be evil. No, pacifism, as a doctrine of philosophical inter -
est, must be maintained as a moral principle, and it is quite an inci
dental matter if it turns out to accomplish other desired· programs of 
reform. Empirically,. it is just as likely to thwart such aims. 

II 

Now that we have become clearer about what the pacifist must 
say to be of any interest to anyone, and the scope and status of his 
doctrine, let us examine it closely to see what it implies. 

The pacifist is proclaiming a moral doctrine which implies that, 
if it is true, then everyone in fact has a duty to obey the tenets of 
pacifism. If I have a duty to obey the doctrine that everyone should 
not respond with violence to violence, then it follows that everyone 
has a right not to respond in that manner. But an unprotected or un -
defended right is wholly indistinguishable from no right at all. I can 
mouth the words energetically, or write the words in stone that I have 
such and such a right, but if I refuse to defend that right, or be pre -
pared to appeal to someone else to defend that right, the ~ords or 
sounds are merely that--just words and sounds--a flatus~. The 
words, "There are fairies at the bottom of my garden" do not imply 
that in fact there are fairies at the bottom of my garden. If we be
lieve that the fact of being a Negro should not preclude a person from 
constitutionally permissable political activity (i.e., he has a right to 
that activity), we would surely be guilty of double-talk if we went on 
to say that no one should defend that right. 

Let me make this point more forcefully from a somewhat dif
ferent beginning. If it is true .that everyone has a duty to avoid doing 
violent actions, then it follows that everyone has a right not to have 
violence used against him. But everyone has a right not to have force 
used against him, then he has a right to be protected from force by 
himself or someone more able. However, to say, as the pacifist 
must, that no one has 2. right to be defended against an infringement 
of the right to be defended against, a person's right not to be violent
ly attacked is indeed self-contradictory. 

Perhaps the pacificist will try to extract himself from this awk
·~rd position by replying that everyone has a right to·· be defended 

against attacks, but the defence must stop short of violence. What 
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does this mean? It cannot mean that the protection- must be built ID.to 
the legal system, for to take that view, he is simply saying that the 
full force of the law, and the enforcement powers it has, should.stand 
behind a person's right not to De attacked, This is simply to delay 
the. time and organize the force when viofonce is to be permitted. 
That is, it is to take the view that some specially chosen people may 
respond with violence to violence. But this is in opposition to what we 
saw the pacifist must believe. This view, nainely, that all force 
should reside in a properly authorized group of men, and be forbidden 
to private citizens is quite common, but it is not compatible with. the 
pacifist doctrine. They only method of defence left to safeguard the 
right of not being violently attacked is the "force" of an argument. 
For it is when we fail in our attempts to persuadebydiscoursethat 
violence may be resorted to. The alternative to violence when argu -
ment fails is to "agree to disagree", to break off the discourse with 
the possibility of its resumption at a later time. But this in itself is 
to use arguinentation successfully· in so far as it results in not being 
attacked there and then. And indeed, one need not be a pacificist to 
believe that one should try, whenever possible, to persuade a person 
not to use violence when threatened. But, more often than not, the 
attacker. is not interested in first sitting down to discuss the merits 
of forceful attacks; and if he is, he may be unpersuaded. What then? 
Clearly, since by "failing to persuade" we mean that the other person 
continued on his intended course, it follows that we will be attacked 
by him •. Yet this, according to the doctrine, is for him to do some
thing morally wrong, and for us to be deprived of a right. We will 
return to this shortly. Let us ask what it is precisely that we would 
try to persuade him; surely, that he is doing something morally 
wrong, and that we have a right not to have that evil happen to us; 
further, that. we are presently engaged in protecting that right by the 
act of persuasion. But, if we announce in advance that we will not do 
more than talk to him (i.e., we will not go as far as forcefully pro
tecting our right), then we are to that extent encouraging him to take 
that forceful step, for he knows he will gain what he desired more 
cheaply·than he may have believed formerly. &it, worse yet, what 
we are trying to persuade him involves a contradiction. For we are 
trying to persuade him that what he is doing is morally wrong and we 
would be morally wrong to prevent him from doing it. --

What would the attacker conclude from such a contradiction? I 
suggest that he would properly conclude that the pacifist is a very 
muddled person, Does it follow from the above arugments that, if 
attacked, one should respond with force? The answer is obviously, 
No. If I choose to forfeit my right of self-defence, that's my business. 
(At least, I prefer to say it is a totally different question from that 
considered in this article. In fact, I'm not at all sure I do have that 
right unqualifiedly). Though, curiously, it is that very right of self
defence--of not having violence perpetrated to any person--which is 
the most basic right the pacifist would insist on. It makes it difficult 
to see what is left of the doctrine if that right is now forfeited. But 
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the point which is demonstrated here is that, even if one turns the 
other cheek when struck, it is logically untenable to erect that parti
cular act into the universally applicable moral principle we call paci
fism. If pacifism as a moral principle is self-contradictory, then to 
appeal to it to sanction any act or de.cision is equally not permissable. 

Minimally, therefore, we may conclude that, while it may be the 
case that an avowed pacifist may choose not to defend himself, it can -
not be from any intelligible principle. Consequently, he can not make 
any claims whatsoever on anyone else's beliefs or behavior, and his 
attempt to persuade us to do as he does is considerablymoreI!listaken 
than an attempt to persuade us all to enjoy the sound of oboes to the 
exclusion of 'cellos. His attempt would be the result of a confusion of 
thought from the outset; and is no different qualitatively from the 
Cretan who announced, "All Cretans are liars." 

White to move and mate in 3 

- - David Dickey 
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An Epilogue for Oedipus 

(To follow the chorus' final word in Oedipus at Colon us.) 

There is a ~eat bel~ow of th~der. All flee, cowering, and so exit, 
the sound ~till pulsmg. As 1t beats to silence, the Furies emerge 
from the thicket and face the audience. 

Furies: 

0 Earth. 0 sacred ground. You now 
Devour Oedipus. Consume, at last 
His ragged corpse and ever-tortur~d soul. 
Release his weary spirit. Hurl it down 
By Styx' sure-guided tmrelenting waters. 
Keep it always in your darkened, misty cavern, 
Where the vacant eyes of Oedipus 
Rejoice the sun no less than any others. 

0 Oedipus. The hapless infant born 
Of ominous couple . • . Allay his own 
Disaster? Never. Cuffed by pride's quick scepter 
He dealt like to like and laid it dead. ' 
Of sterilizing pestilence he purged 
~e 'Ibeban plain. In honor, queen and country 
His became. But father's blood and mother's 
Bed he had unwittingly defiled. 

By God, observe. The retribution came. 
He suffered dreadful truth, 
Sought this sacred grove and our embrace. 
We bless whom once our wont was to destroy. 
A body blacked by soul ingenuous has not 
In turn a blackened but enlightened soul. 
Count no mortal wretched until death 
Reveals a final judgement. 

(Exit) 

-- H. John Witman 

****** 
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L'AGE INGRAT. 

(Ronde enfantine ~ chanter dans une asile d' alienes en Suisse a la 
musique "O Tannenbaum.") 

Qu'y a-t-il de plus incongrue qu'une adolescente? 
Petite Bardot avec des appareils aux dents .. 
au petit matin, evitant soigneusement de se laver 
ses grands yeux mi-clos . 
elle glisse gauchement parmi le babil des oiseaux et parm~ les roses .. 
a la salle-<l-manger on n'entend que le bruit de ses macho1_res:. 
a l' appel elle tache. de reconcilier des instructions contradicto1res. 
sonnettes .. sports .. mollement elle lance un ballon mou 
(Hortense a dit, je m'enfous.) . ·· . ..,,. 
elle s'est precipitee sur les gateaux secs et lalimonade tiede 
(elle aurait mieux fait de stood in bed) . 
sonnettes.. . classes.. • classes.. . sonnettes 
Mlle Eve parmi les b~es · 
Courage. . patience. . sonnettes .. 
Mais plus tard, plus a-· son aise 
Elle chantera la Marseillaise 
et boira de la bouillabaisse 
cette journee qui s 'use, qui la laisse lasse 
C'est la Trinite qui passe 
sonnettes. • . babil. . • babiUages .. · r&res. • tout passe •.• 
pas de cocorico avant l 'aube 
se dit-elle en enlevant sa robe .. 
pas de coquelicot, gentille fleur 
pas de quoi, M' sieu le Directeur · 
passez par ici, voila le menu, choisissez 
ife1as, nous ne sommes plus au bistro .• 
m&e le patron du Ritz nous rit au nez. . ,, 
Nous n 'irons plus au bois, les plumes de ma tante sont coupees 
Plus de nuits dans les jardins d'Espagne 
taut que papa n'est pas sorti du bagne 
Je mets le livre sur la table. Je ferme la P?rte .. 
J' ai, tu as, il a eu, chapitre neuf 
Bonne nuit 0 doux prince de Hotchkiss 1959 . 
Avec les boutons sur le nez et la t€te d'oeuf. 

-- Lovejoy Reeves 

****** 
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Evening in Layfayette Square 

Why should I not fall 
With the heavy white of snow . 
That wavers past the windswept spires 
Circling 'down to the ancients 
Of the square · 

And dallies on the edge of pools 
Like small boys who walk tall strides 
Among the sounds of plainsong bells 
To hold the sun quivering 
In their hand? 

Winter is tl)e color of feeling, 
Pale stone white riders clothed in scarlet 
That linger where boys once broke bare 
Summer pines to leave beside 
The snow washed statues. 

In this eye now sits delusion, 
The world tinged cold with rusted wind, 
Snowcrusted, 
And the flesh wet lake with undiscovered 
Remnants 

Of the snowflakes vanishing 
From the warm surfaces of my flesh. 

Anthony Snively 



The Still Wandering 

The still wandering of the path 
the quiet increase of glory 
the silence gathering upon the branches 
as the last leaves on falling. 
Each to each brings rich .increase 
and in the fullness of time, gives birth 
to contemplation as uncertain labors cease. . 
The pale branches performing their moonlit dance · 
the spheres' progression between the times observed, 
music and silence together growing, · 
become forgetful of their old calling. 
Each to each brings rich increase 
and in the fullness of time, gives birth 
to contemplation as uncertain labors cease. 

James Mensch 
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A Jersey Boy 

Jn the wild hell da)CS of youth the Jersey Boy went looking through the 
books of beauty and of truth. 

There he journeyed with his steady girl Naivete the joy-need 
turnpike of eternity', 

Which brought them to the city of New Works. 

Jersey Boy was a nutty and a wild thing, 
But his girl had eyes to keep him steady. 
This lover boy lived with his sweetheart in the city. 
He was the only steady stud, 
Tue only wild man ever seen to stay, 
For Naivete was one tough piece of ass. 

They together had the real deity. 
They had the finite thing that life is, 
Because they had the day's eternity. 
The newest thing was the diamond ring 
Naivete wore on her finger. 
She never had a stone 
And she never was alone. 

The whole old world of sacred people, 
Scared to death by all the shattered images, 
Were tiny frightened by the Jersey Boy. 
They came down on his head. 
No one can crush a Jersey Boy. 
A Jersey Boy is joy. 
He had his uptight scene with bright Naivete, 
He picked her up and slammed the door; 
The falling city was no more to them. 

To the land of sunny days and thunderstorms and wild forms 
And canyons 
And of deep green clover beds 
And Sunday trips into the city, 
Went the bright-eyed dreamers. 
Pagans lived they with the new strong sollllds ar01.md them, 
And the modern mountains 
Where they built the amphitheaters 
Under astrodomes. 
They lived in homes of steel, 
Where the social scene was building fewer ones, 
And filling in more people. 

Do you want to be a Jersey Boy? 
Do you want to be a Jersey Boy? 
Do you want to be a Jersey Boy? 
A Jersey Boy is joy, and what are you? 
- - Marty Rosenthal 
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On Some Simple Models of Non - Euclidean Geometry: 
Showing the Alternatives to Euclid's Fifth Postulate 

-- Eric Back 

From the beginning, the Fifth Postulate of Euclid's Elements has 
been a stumbling block for geometers. This postulate is unique among 
the postulates of Euclid in its dependence on what occurs when lines 
are produced indefinitely. Spei;ifically, the postulate states that if a 
pair of lines are cut by a third line (a transversal), and if the angles 
formed on one side of the transversal with each of the two lines are 
together equal to less than two right angles, then the two lines, if 
produced indefinitely on that side, ·will eventually meet. The qualities 
of self-evidence and simplicity, possessed by the first four postulates, 
alone tend to set the fifth apart, its appearance being more that of a 
theorem or proposition requiring a proof. . In addition, its specific; 
utilitarian form prompts one to suspect that it was added because it 
was necessary in order to prove formally certain propositions which 
were themselves clearly true. 

The postulate may be restated as follows: through any point not 
on a given line, one and only one line can be drawn parallel to the 
given line. This restatement is sometimes called Playfair 's Axiom, 
and although a simpler and more modem form of expression, it has 
the drawback that while the Fifth Postulate is concerned with ari 
angle sum when two lines meet, and canbe drawn so as to meet, Play
fair 's Axiom deals only with lines which never meet. In either form 
the postulate exhibits the quality which has made it an object of such 
concern; namely, the supposition that something can be assumed to be 
true about a line, no matter how far it is produced. · · 

Because of this quality, and because of its theorem ""like form in 
spite of its apparent axiomatic independence, geometers undertook to 
prove it in terms of other Euclidean axioms, and thus to demonstrate 
that it was an integral part of the Euclidean geometry. After· two 
thousand years of attempts, often ingenious but always frustrated, 
geometers began to realize that the apparent independence of the Fifth 
Postulate was a genuine independence, that its truth was not neces -
sary to produce a consistent geometry. 

Rather than tracing the historical development based· on this 
realization, or considering the particular geometries derived from it, 
let us make certain observations and propose possible alternatives to 
the 'Euclidean geometry based on the Fifth Postulate. · · ··· 

If we consider the Fifth Postulate as independent of the other 
axioms of Euclidean geometry, that is; not provable froin these 
axioms, we should consider what happens when alternative postulates 
are substituted. In Playfair's expression of the postulate the result 
is that "~ and only one line can be drawn parallel". The obvious 
alternatives are that no lines can be drawn parallel, or the more 
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than one line. can be drawn parallel. 

In looking for alternative postulates it would be well to remem -
ber the primary .difficulty with Euclid's Fifth Postulate, the assump
tiQn that.parallel lines will never meet, no matter how far they may 
be produced. A similar difficulty may arise with lines which are not 
parallel, but which meet at. some ~o_int e~tremely f~r fr_om the_ r_egion 
under consideration, that is, a f1mte distance which is empirically 
impractical to determine. A desirable feature, then, of an alterna
tive geometry would be a model of the geo?1etry ~hich allows us to 
"see" what happens when lines are produced rndef1mtely. 

With this in mind, let us treat first the case where more than 
one line can be drawn which does not meet the given line. Suppose a 
model in wnich all space is represented as a closed figure such as a 
circle. (figure 1) All points inside the 
circle are points in space, points on the 
circumference of the circle are points 
at infinite distance from any other points 
in the space. Line segments in this 
model are determinedby any two points, 
as . in Euclidean geometry. Complete 
lines, that is, those extended infinitely 
in each direction, are chords of the 
circle, since their end points are on the 
circumference, and thus as infinite dist- fig. (1) 
ance from any other points on the lines. 

Then, in fig. 2, we can ~·see" that in this geometry, given a 
line~ 1, and a point, P, not on the line, 
more than one line can be drawn "par
allel to", that is, not meeting, the given 
line; and that two lines, those meeting 
on the circumference, form the limit of 
all pof!sible parallels. It is possible to 
show further that the geometry rep re -
sented by this model is compatible with 
all of the Euclidean postulates other 
than the .Fifth· Postulate, and is a con -
sistent geometry. By altering the basic 
elements of Euclidean geometry (points, fig. (2) 
lines, angles, distances, etc.) into 
analogous elements of the geometry of the model, the an_alogous theo
rems of Euclidean geometry can be demonstrated. Smee the most 
blatant mutation of Euclidean geometry in the model is the representa -
tion of the infinite distance within a finite model, it seems appropriate 
to explain the method of measurement which resolves this. pr~blem. 
Suppose a line segment AB as in fig. 3(a). The complete line is ST. 
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Then consider the quantity AT I AS • 
BS/BT. This quantity, known as the 
cross-product,* possesses the primary 
characteristic which is needed, namely, 
that the quantity increases with an in
crease in the distance between A and B, 
and approaches infinity as either A or . B 
approaches the circumference of the 
circle. This can be seen as implicit in 
the quantity AT/AS•BS/BT, and can be 
shown by pointing out that the limit of the 
quantity AT/AS as A approaches S is 
infinity, and thus the distance AT/ AS· 
BS/BT is infinite. One modification is 
necessary in order that the segments 
measured will be additive in the ordinary 
Euclidean sense: using the logarithm of 
the cross-product meets this require
ment. Thus loge AT/AS· BS/BT gives 
us a quantity for measurement which is 
completely compatible with both the 
model and the Euclidean requirements 
for measurement. fig. 3(b) 

Another model, quite similar in many respects, is shown in fig. 
4. Here again we have a circle which represents the boundary of 
space, but the "straight" lines of this 
model are segments of circles which are 
orthogonal to the circle representing 
space. A physical analog to this model 
has been suggested: suppose that 
"straight line" is defined as the path of 
a ray of light. Suppose further that the 
velocity of the ray of light at any point 
inside the circle of fig. 4 is proportional 
to the distance of that point from the 
circumference of the circle. The ray of 
light will then travel on a path similar to 
those in fig. 4. ** fig. 4 

This seems to be a possible theory for real light rays in real 
space. A ray of light we observe in a laboratory might seem to "lie 
evenly with the points on itself", but we can imagine it to be such a 
small portion of a complete ray of light in space that its real circular 
path is not evident. In the model, then, the circle serves the same 
purpose as before, while the circular arcs are straight lines. Two 
points determine a straight line, Gince there is only one circle through 
the two points and orthogonal to the circle of space. Distance is again 

*The cross-product is chosen mainly for its invariance under trans
c.,~,..,., "ti0n" not C()nSidered here. 

'1.,..oura.t1L 1;i, Robbins, What is Mathematics? Fourth -.:Jition, p. 223. 
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measured by the logarithm of the cross-product, in this case by draw
ing. a chord to the circle through the two points. 

In this model, as in the former, Playfair's form of the Fifth 
Postulate is denied, for again {fig. 4 ), given a line, (circular arc) 
and a point not on the line, any number of lines (circular arcs) can be 
drawn through the point which do not meet the given line. In fact, all 
of the definitions, postulates and theorems which held in the former 
model hold here. Further, these models are both representations of 
the fundamental aspects of one geometry, based on the denial of the 
Fifth Postulate and the assumption that more than one line can be 
drawn, through a given point, not meeting a given line. 

The other possibility in denying the Fifth Postulate is, as stated 
before, that no lines through the given point are parallel to the given 
line. It was pointed out before that it is instructive and convincing 
if the model constructed allows us to "see" what happens when the 
line under consideration is extended indefinitely. In the present case 
we can simplify the model by eliminating the necessity for a method 
of measurement which differs from the Euclidean measurement. Let 
us represent space in this model by the 
surface of a sphere, and Euclidean 
straight lines by great circles on this 
surface. Great circles are those which 
come back on . themselves, and thus we 
have a representation of a straight line 
which can be extended indefinitely and 
yet never escape our "vision". (fig. 5) 
This line would be called boundless, 
rather that infinite. In this model it is 
apparent that any straight line drawn 
th.rough the given point will meet the 
given line. If the surface of the sphere fig. (5) 
is taken as a two-dimensional system, 
ordinary Euclidean multiple-unit measurement applies. Again, the 

· definitions, postulates and axioms of the first. model are employed 
(except any which deal with "betweeness", since a point on a line can 
be reached from two directions). This model also represents a 
geometry named for the properties of its straight line: elliptic geo
metry. Likewise (in retrospect) we can see that the other models, by 
virtue of their straight lines and their properties, are suitably named 
hyperbolic geometry. 

Admittedly, the obvious next· step would be to prove that the 
geometries described are consistent and produce no internal contra
dictions. This process involves a more detailed investigation of the 
axioms of the geometries involved, and I do not intend to consider 
this here. Needless to say, these geometries can be shown to be con
sistent, and, as offensive as it may be to "Euclidean sensibilities", 
these geometries have far-reaching significance for the world of 
mathematics, and for the real world in general. 
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Professor Arbuthnot Presents: Scientific Laws of Parties 

Where Van't Hoff discovered a marvelous analogy between laws 
governing gases and laws governing solutes, the indubitible Liebling 
Kohs announces the discovery of a wonderful analogy between those 
laws and the laws governing the average campus party. This 
analogy was discovered after long and careful observation by Kohs, 
who, with grim scientific determination, got drunk at every campus 
party in the last year and a half. This Spartan effort was hardly in 
vain, as well shall see. (yVe might also note that this explains the 
nature and quality of his work to date.) 

BOWEL'S LAW: One of the first things to come to light was the rela
tion between alcoholic intake and liquid output. Liebling Kohs su -
spected that a mathematical relation existed, and set about verifying 
this. Measuring both intake and output with burets, Kohs finally 
established the law, at the not inconsiderable risk ofconfusing burets. 
Simply stated, the law is 

11: 12 ::01: 02 

where I is intake and 0 is output. In arithmetic form the law is 
11 01 

s 02 
This is know as Bowel's Law. 

CHARTLE'S LAW: Bowel's Law established a volumetr~c relationship 
pertaining to alcoholic intake. Embarrassing experience made Kolis 
suspect that a mathematical relationship also existed with regard to 
Pressure: that is to say, bladder pressure. By means of annoying 
little electrodes (not to mention insipid and ceaseless questions: 
"Dah, what're those little wires runnin' into yer pants? You got a 
'lectric zipper or sumpin', huh?") Kohs measured bfadder pressure. 
He discovered that I1 : I2 :: P1 : P2 or I1 = P1 

s-- p2 
He also discovered a time relationship,· such that I 1: 12 is inversely 

proportional to T 1: T 2, where T is roughly denoted as the ability to 

postpone lavatory trips. 

THE COMBINED LAWS: Kohs took the further step of mathematically 
combining the two laws. This is done in this way: multiplying Bowel's 
Law by K, the individual alcoholic saturation constant, then dividing 
through by R, the price per can of beer in question, then multiplying 
by Chartle's Law, and finally taking an ex-officio proportion with the 
first expression, we obtain the expression 

pl T 1 = p2 T2 = Z, 

Il I2 
where Z is the mathematical probability of losing one's supper, start
ing at 1: 1 and approaching infinity. 

To use the law for other than beer, one must determine one's 
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individual equivalence ratios, since there is apparently no law for 
these. 

These laws are more or less intuitive; that is, one might have 
suspected their validity. One law Kohs discovered, however, could 
not have been reached by intuition. It is this: the desire D of a per
son X for alcohol is not affected in increase or decrease by intake, 
output, individual alcoholic saturation constant, repeated loss of 
one's last meal, walking into doors and walls, or total insensibility. 
Kohs views this as the only and undeniable constant in the universe, 
and is now erecting a cult to the great god Sott. This will be further 
discussed below. 

OSMOSIS: The laws discussed so far have pertained to individual 
alcoholic intake. Kohs also discovered certain laws pertaining to the 
physics of a party in general. Where any individual person is con
sidered as a mass unit, Kohs discovered that mass units in any num -
ber always occupy the maximum possible space, diffusing from areas 
bf greater concentration to areas of lesser concentration. When a 
certain maximum point is reached, mass units are forcibly expelled 
through whatever exits are possible. Thus by determing the voliune 
of the party space, and observing the number and velocity of mass 
units expelled through the exits, one can determine the number of 
people at the party. 

This is not entirely true, unfortunately. There are several 
variable factors affecting this osmotic pressure. 

The first is the phenomenon of anti -phototropism. That is, 
mass units are driven away from light with a velocity proportional to 
number of watts of light-power, and inversely proportional to the 
squares of their distance. This law allowed for a very interesting 
experiment by Kohs: he put 30 mass units into a room with no exits, 
and whose walls were brilliantly lit with floodlights from Naval 
Ordinance. True to the law, the mass units began moving back and 
forth, colliding with one another and gaining velocity until all mass 
units save one were unconscious. With on one left to bump into, the 
final mass unit continued accelerating until he approached the speed 
of light and shrank out of existence. We might note that Kohs has 
since become extremely claustrophobic, especially in well-lit eleva
tors. Kohs also has a number of GI Joe outfits in his dresser; he is a 
careful man. 

The final result of the anti -phototropism phenomenon is that, in 
determinations of party area volume, we must use calculus to sub
tract a certain area due to electric lights. 

Another factor is inebriation, of course. The laws of anti -photo
tropism and the laws governing velocity of expelled particles (mass 
units) tend to break down as the mass units imbibe more and more. 

COMBINING PROPORTIONS: Another interesting phenomenon, com
bining proportions, allows us to treat mass units in pairs, or trip
lets, or worse. Mass units tend to combine in a one-to-one ratio, 

, and usually male to female (we must assume the notion of male-fe-
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male to be intuitive at worst; we must also note that there are those 
parties where they - but perhaps more of this in a later report). 
These combinations, or compounds, affect the laws in various ways. 
For example, the anti -phototropic effect becomes equal to the square 
of the sum of their individual effects. Also, these compounds take up 
less area than the area of two mass units; and toward the end of a 
poorly lit party, they may virtually be treated as a single mass unit 
for purposes of calculation. Moreover, compounds interfere with 
determinations of osmotic pressure, since their tendency to gravitate 
away from the party is greater by an indeterminable amount. An ef
fect similar to that in the tragic anti -phototropism experiment was 
achieved by placing equal numbers of male and female mass units of 
known (standard) combining proportions into a sealed room. The lights 
were turned out to eliminate the anti -phototropic effect, but the net 
effect was approximately the same, the mass units accelerating and 
colliding into unconsciousness. The last couple was rescued with 
great difficulty, and Kohs managed to halt their shrinkage at about 
two feet. 

DANCING: A phenomenon which Kohs has thus far completeiy failed 
to relate to mathematical laws is dancing. It seems to be totally uni -
que in the universe, and completely unconnected with other physical 
phenomena. Kohs is currently working on the theory that it is Psycho
somatic Brownian Motion on the macroscopic level. He is now abroad 
studying lemmings, to lend support to his theory. 

THE CULT OF SOTT: For those interested in joining the cult of 
Sott, services are held in the Chase-Stone Common Room every 
Saturday night. Kohs is high priest in charge of sanctification and 
inebriation. Membership is BYOL. After an invocation of Sott, Kohs 
will lead the members in the Actualization of the laws. 

****** 

White to move and mate in four. 

- - Richard Hamblen 
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I 
a dedication and a plea 

for my Father' 
for my Mother 
for my Brother 
for building my eyes to see as they do. 
for the children who come after 
so they might know too. 
for the damn need that made me write this thing. 
for everyone who understands .•. or can ... and will. 

The Actors 

- - Michael Bridge 

act 1: the subtle God 

Croesus sticks his shaved, pink head out of the left wing and 
glares for a startled moment into the audience. He looks across to 
the right wing, draws his head back out of sight and whispers: 

Croesus: Demaratus: They're here! They're here! 

Demaratus sticks his shaved, pink head out of the right wing, 
sees the audience and quickly draws a stunned face back out of sight. 

Croesus: What should we do? 

Demaratus: I didn't think they'd come. 

Croesus: They said they'd come. We should have believed. 

Demaratus: How could we believe? 

Croesus: We should have believed. We should have prepared. 

Demaratus: How could we have known? We couldn't have known. 

A long silence. Demaratus makes the first move. He moves 
confidently out onto the stage. When he stands alone facing the 
audience in the middle of the stage, he gives Croesus a cold glance. 
Croesus moves timidly out to join him in the middle of the stage. 
They're dressed in short, gray, not unmasculine robes. 

Dem., (To audience): Hello. 

Cro., (To audience): Hello. 

Dem. and Cro., (In unison): I'm sorry. (Stop, look at each other, 
smile and continue) We're sorry ... but we didn't think you'd come. 

Cro.: We thought you'd have found it by now. 

Dem. : So you wouldn't have to come to us . 

Cro. : But here you are. 

Dem. : Still looking. 

,Cro. : Still waiting. 
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Dem. : For God knows what. 

Uncomfortable silence. 

Cro.: We didn't expect. •.. (silence) 

Dem.: We thought. ... (silence) 

Cro., (To Dem.): They're looking at us. They're looking. 

Dem.: We should have been prepared. 

Cro.: We should do something. We can't just stand here. 

Dem.: We should have ... 

Cro., (Interrupting, brightens with an idea): We could get undressed. 

Dem.: They wouldn't understand. 

Cro., (Despair): No ... they wouldn't. 

A silence. Cro. brightens with another idea, runs quickly off 
into the left wing and hurries back with a chocolate cream pie. He 
beams into the audience, approaches Demaratus and mashes it in his 
face. Dem. stands unmoved. Cro. beams into the audience, looks at 
Dem. and stops beaming. 

Cro., (To Dem. ): I 'rri sorry. I forgot. 

Dem., (Hostile): I should leave you. 

Cro. : No! Don't leave me! I wouldn't know what to do. (To audience) 
See what you've done? 

Dem., (To Cro. ): You did it. 

Cro. : But they made me. 

Dem. : Get me a towel. 

Cro. hurries obediently into the left wing and returns with a towel. 
He stands two arm lengths away from Dem., holding out the towel. 

Cro.: Here. 

Dem., (Extending his hand but not his arm, so Cro. must come near): 
Put it in my hand. 

Cro. approaches hesitant andfrightened. When the towel touches 
Dem. 's hand, he lashes out with a kick that catches Cro. full in the 
shin. Cro. stands unmoved for a few moments, looks at his foot and 
collapses. Dem. cleans up with the towel, then sees Cro. lying there. 

Dem.: Croesus! Croesus! What have I done? (Coldly to audience) It's 
your fault. 

He runs quickly into the right wing and returns with a pail of 
water which he empties over Cro. 's head. Cro. sits up, startled, 
frightened. 

Cro.: The flood! The flood! The waters are upon us? To the ark! 
The.: ARK! (He starts up but collapses on his injured shin. He crawls 
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pathetically toward the left wing.) Please wait. Don't leave me. The 
flood! The flood! 

Dem., (From behind him): Croesus! 

Cro. stops, looks suspiciously around; slowly, very suspicious
ly looks up, sees no one, ponders. 

Dem. : Here, Croesus. 

Cro., (Turning sharply): You! 

Dem. : I'm sorry. I didn't mean to. . . I forgot. 

Cro. : No. I deserved it. 

Dem. : I should have been more subtle. 

Cro. : You should have left me. 

Dem. : I should have. 

Cro.: And now I'm wounded. 

Dem., (Approaching): Can you stand? 

Cro. :, (Drawing back): You stay from me. 

Dem., (Extending his hand): Here. Take my hand. 

Cro.: Stay away! Stay away! 

Dem.: Why are you frightened? Take my hand! 

Cro., (Defensive): I'm not frightened! I. .. I. .. I don't want your 
pity. 

Dem.: Would you rather a crutch? 

Cro., (Crawling toward the right wing): I'll get my own. 

Dem., (Hurring past him): I'll get it for you. (He disappears into 
the left wing). Where should I look? 

Cro. : Just bring anything. A chair. I'll use a chair. 

Dem. : Anthing in the closet? 

Cro.: NO! NOT THE CLOSET! 

There's a loud crash and clatter in the left wing. Cro. drops 
his head in despair. Dem. walks on carrying five crutches. 

Dem.: You have a closet full of crutches. 

Cro., (Feigning indifference): I used to collect them. 

Dem. : Let's see which one will fit. 

Cro. : They won't fit anymore! They won't ! 

Dem. : One will fit better than the rest. 

Cro. : They won't fit. 

Dt::;m. , (Extending a small crutch): Here. 
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Cro. receives it and uses it to get to his knees. It's too 
short to get him past his knees. 

Dem., (Extending a larger crutch): Here. 

Cro. stands with it, but not straight. It's too short. 

Cro.: They won't fit! They won't fit! 

Dem. : One will fit better than the rest. (Extending another) Here. 

The crutch is too tall. He loses his balance and starts to fall. 
Dem. catches him. Cro. supports himself with the taller crutch while 
Dem. retrieves the one just disgarded. He gives it to Cro. 

Dem. : This one will have to do. 

Cro.: I told you. 

Dem.: At least you're standing. 

Cro .. : Stooped. 

Dem., (Agitated): But standing! 

Cro.: It's not good for my back. I'll get curvature of the spine. 

Dem. yanks the crutch away from Cro. leaving him to balance 
himself on one leg. · 

Dem.: You're ungrateful! You don't know how to receive! 

Cro.: You don't know what to give! 

Dem., (Highly agitated): If you don't want the crutch, say so. 

Cro.: It won't help my foot. It might hurt my back. 

Dem. : It will help your walking. 

Cro.: Yes ••• my walking. 

Dem.: Unless you'd rather lie there. 

Cro.: I'd feel more natural. My foot will heal. 

Dem. : It could take a long time. 

Cro.: It's my decision! 

Dem. , (Extending the· crutch to Cro. ): Your decision. 

Cro., (Drawing back, cringing): I could crawl. 

Dem.: You could walk. 

Cro. : I just want to be natural! 

Dem. , (Extending the crutch further): Be natural. 

Cro., (Hesitant): I. .. I don't want them to think I'm acting. 

Dem. : Does it matter what they think? 

Cro.: I don't want them to think I'm acting. 

Dem., (Withdrawing the crutch): So crawl! Grovel! 
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Cro.: Will I be conspicuous? 

Dem., (Pondering): Why will they think you're acting? 

Cro.: I don't know how to act on a crutch. I've never ... 

Highly agitated, Dem. pushes the crutch into Cro's hand, knock
ing him off balance. Cro. clutches the crutch and use it to keep 
from falling. He looks pathetically to Dem, beckoningly to the audi -
ence, curiously down at the crutch. He hobbles a few clumsy steps, 
stops and looks to Dem. 

Cro. : ConvinCing? 

Dem.: I'm convinced. 

Cro.: I don't look like I'm acting? 

Dem.: I said I'm convinced. 

Cro.: I don't want to be too convincing. They'll think I'm trying to 
convince them. 

Dem.: (Agitated}: Does it matter what they think? 

Cro. : Maybe I should let my foot touch the ground. Then I can show 
the pain. (He does so and hobbles with great pain). Is my limp 
enough? 

Dem.: Is there so much pain? 

Cro., (Anxious): Does there seem to be? 

Dem.: You look very painful. 

Cro. : Good. (Silence) 

Dem., (Suspicious): Are you acting? 

Cro., (Pondering): I'm not sure. 

Dem., (Agitated): Do you feel natural? 

Cro., (Anxious): I'm not sure! 

Dem, (Demanding): Are you acting? 

Cro., (Confused): I'm not sure! I'm not sure! (Pause) I think I'm 
being natural. (Pause) Maybe I'm a natural actor. 

Dem. yanks the crutch away from Cro. and throws him sprawl
ing to the floor . 

Dem.: You don't deserve a crutch! 

Silence. Dem. unconsciously fits the crutch under his arm and 
hobbles a step with it. He stops, looks anxiously into the audience 
and throws the crutch back to Cro. 

Dem. : Take your crutch! 

Cro. points an accusing finger delightedly at Dem. Dem. glares 
back. Cro. smiles. He stands again with the crutch and practices 
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his hobbling. He smiles at Dem. between each painful step. Dem. 
turns away. 

Dem, (Scorn): He thinks he's an actor. 

Cro. hobbles anxiously over to Dem. 

Cro.: You're talking about me! You are! I know you are! 

Dem.: Ha! ..• that you should be worth talking>about. 

Cro., (fo audience): What did he say? What did he say? Iknowwhat 
he said. He said I'm acting, that's what he said. 

Dem.: I did not. 

Cro.: What did he say? 

Dem.: Leave them out of this! They don't know yet. 

Cro., (To Dem. ): What did you tell them? 

Dem. : I told them you think you' re an actor. 

Cro.: You told them I think I'm an actor. 

Dem. : An actor ... you think. 

Cro.: And you don't think I can act. 

Dem.: I've seen better actors in ..• in ..• in •.. I'm unconvinced. 

Cro.: Then I'll convince you. 

Dem. : Convince me. 

Cro.: What should I do? (Pause) I know! 

Cro. straightens up and throws the crutch arrogantly to Dem. 

Dem., (Catching it): But your crutch! 

Cro., (Balancing his weight on both feet): The mark of the true actor! 

Dem. : But your foot! 

Cro.: Oh •.• the pain. 

Dem.: You can't! You mustn't! Your foot! 

Cro., (Eyes closed, mouth taut, takes a step): Oh ••• the pain. l 
can't go on! I can't! 

Dem., (Watching closely, anxiously): Of course you can! I know you 
can. 

Cro.: I can. I can. You know I can. 

Dem. : Have faith. 

Cro.: Faith ... faith ... (fakes a quivering step and another.) 

Dem. : You' re doing fine. Now another. 

Cro., (Standing still): Oh ... the pain. 

Dem.; It's in your head. 
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Cro.: It's in my foot. 

Dem. : Take another ·step. 

Eyes closed, mouth taut and quivering, he takes another step, 
then another. He stops, opens his eyes, relaxes, smiles, takes 
another step and collapses. 

Dem.: You're weak! You're weak! 

Cro.: I tried! I tried! (Despair) I tried. 

Dem. : Not enough. You didn't try hard enough. 

Cro.: But the pain! 

Dem.: Pain shmain. You didn't try hard enough. 

Cro.: I didn't have enough faith. 

Dem., (Extending the crutch): Do you want the crutch? 

Cro., (Reaching for it): If you would ••. (He changes his mind; with
draws his hand. ) No. I'd rather not. 

Dem., (Fitting the crutch under his arm): Then I'll •.. (He turns to 
the audience) Would.you mind? 

Cro.: They won't mind. 

Dem.: No. They won't mind. (He hobbles across the stage.) 

Cro.: You hobble well. 

Dem., (Stops): Thank you. 

Cro. : You should be an actor. 

Dem. : My life's ambition. 

Cro.: Something holding you back? 

Dem.: My foot. 

Cro. : Your foot? 

Dem.: It's been like this for twelve years. (Pause) I was playing 
Romeo in summer stock. A full house. The audience was wild about 
me. Twenty armed guards to hold them back. 

Cro.: Your foot? 

Dem. : She knocked the flower pot off the balcony. Crushed my foot. 

If the audience laughs, he gives them a dirty look. 

Cro. : What a shame. 

Dem. : I got a standing ovation. 

Cro. : As they carried you off the field of glory. 

Dem. : My most cherished moment. 

Cro. : And now this. 

Dem. : The end of a great career. 
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Cro. : Tragic end. 

Dem. : And now this. 

Cro. : And now this. 

Dem. : At least there's still an audience. (Stunned, he looks up and 
sees the audience. He tries to take another step but collapses. Cr:tjT 
esus jumps up and hurries to his aid.) 

Cro.: Are you hurt? 

Dem., (Victorious): Ah ha! Your foot! Your foot! 

Cro., (Confused): YOUR foot! 

Dem., (Heckling): ai ... the pain ... the pain. I can't go OJJ. ••• I can't4 

Cro. : But I thought you knew ..• 

Dem.: To be ... or not to be ... 

Cro., (Agitated): Stop heckling! 

Dem. : Heckle, heckle, heckle, heckle. 

Cro. : You repulse me. 

Dem., (Stops laughing, angry): A small act like that. . . and you 
couldn't even remember ... 

Cro. : I thought you needed help ... 

Dem.: What good are you. You can't even remember to act. 

Cro. : But I thought you knew ... 

Demaratus continues his annoying laughter. Croesus glares at 
him, then attacks and kicks him with all his might, full in the shin. 
Stunned, Demaratus stands unmoved for a few moments. He looks at 
his foot and collapses. The lights go out. 

end act 1. 
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act 2: the obtrusive God 

The lights come on. Croesus sticks his shaved pink head out of 
the left wing, sees the audience and quickly draws it back. 

Cro.: Demaratus! They're still here! They're still here! 

Dem., (Unseen): No! 

Cro. : See for yourself. 

Demaratus sticks his shaved pink head out of tbe right wing <tnd 
quickly draws it back. 

Dem .. : They 're still here! 

Cro. : They want more? 

Dem.: Must be. 

Cro~ : Shall we give them? 

Dem.: The play! 

Cro., (Frightened): No! Not the play! 

Dem. : They '11 kill us! 

Dem.: We're ready to die for the truth! 

Cro.: We are? 

Dem .. , (With finality): The play! 

Cro., (Conceding): The play. (Pause) Demaratus? 

Dem.; Yes? 

Cro.: In ••• case this is ... the end ... I want to apologize for ... 

Dem.: No need. It wasn't your fault. It wasn't anyone's fault. It 
couldn't have been any other way. 

Cro., (Pondering): No other way... (Pause) Demaratus? 

Dem.: Yes? 

Cro. : One more thing. (Silence. Dem. looks at Cro. ) I wanted to 
thank you. 

Dem.: Yes? 

Cro.: Thank you very much for my camel. 

All the lights go out. Thirty seconds of golden darkness pass 
before Demaratus is illuminated in the middle of the stage. His is 
the only light. The rest of the stage is dark. A large white robe 
lies at his feet. 

Dem., (Beckoning): I have no hair. I have no face; only eyes ... and 
oceans fill them. Who will refuse to see that I have no face'? Who 
will see only my eyes? (He lowers his head in despair. Silence. ) 

Dem., (Lifts his head, indifferent): You starve a rat ... and you put 
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him in one of those Skinner Boxes where you build neurotic rats .... 
and you give him a food pellet every time he pushes the little metal 
bar in the box ..• and he'll learn bar-pressing pretty fast. He'll keep 
right on bar-pressing, too. 'Till he's not hungry anymore. 'Till 
he's full. 

You starve a kid for love ... and you bury him in dark Seas of 
affection every time he eats his liver and spinach ... and he'll learn 
food-eating pretty fast. He'll keep right on food-eating too. Keep on 
filling his stomach until he's got a full heart and full soul. 

You show fear to a kid .•. and then you show him how to build 
walls between his eyes and the things he's scared of. .. and he'll learn 
wall -building pretty fast. He'll keep on wall -building, too. 'Till the 
things he's scared of are gone ... or 'till the walls shut out the air and 
the sun and enclose his tomb. 

These are the things we learn ... aren't they? We learn to do the 
things that get us what we need: things that get us full stomachs, full 
hearts and steady, tmscared eyes. And as long as doing the things we 
do keeps getting us the things we need, we keep doing the things we 
do ... Don't we? That's how we are ... Aren't we? That's what we're 
made of ..• isn't it ... a lot of bar-presses, a helluva' lot of liver 
and spinach ... and walls . 

He picks up the white robe at his feet. 

Dem., (While putting it on): Last night was cold ... and I leftthe 
window open. The aquarium was near the window and the small turtle 
was stiff and still when I awoke. I looked with terror and feltutter 
contempt for myself. In blindness I had caused him suffering. 

I lifted him in my hand and held him near my mouth. I cupped 
my hands around him and breathed warm breath on his unmoving 
form. My heart was filled when I felt vague motion in my hand. And 
now there he sits ... alone ... on the rock in the aquarium. 

(Putting on the full white beard and head-piece). I knew then that 
I would be the God of this play. 

When all is in place, he turns and take three steps back from 
the audience. Here he encounters Croesus lying curled-up on the 
floor. Demaratus stops, ponders Croesus for a few moments, then 
steps over him. He continued back into the stage, the light following 
him. Croesus' form disappears in the dark. He stops and raises 
his arms. The light goes out. After seven seconds, it comes back 
on. He's on a raised platform, facing the audience with raised arms. 
He lowers arms and head. · 

God, (To everyone and to Hi;mself): I am the Lord thy GOO. Thou 
art man, the ultimate of my glorious creation; for in thee have I im
bued the image of my own glorious being. Thy life and being are my 
gift. Thy meaning and worth are in thy recognition of the wonder of 
my gift. Thy lasting comfort and security are in thy continued grati
tude in recognition of the benevolence and munificence of my gift. 
(more force) I am thy Father; thou are my child. I am thy King; 
thou art my subject. My will is the force which drivest thee and 
movest thee to act. Only in servitude to my will canst thou know 
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peace. Only in humility to the magnificence of my force willst th 
be raised. (threatening) In glory ... my wrath shall bring thee in~~ 
the light of my goodness •.. as willst thou be defeated and. beaten into 
the dust. (more force) For my glory is the only glory. My dominion 
endureth forever. (pause) Thus sayeth the Lord thy God. 

He opens hi~ arms to the heavens. Thunder resounds through 
the theater. A brief, but great flash of light from behind God illumi -
nates all for a moment. He returns his arms to his side. The calm 
returns. 

God: Stand and face thy God. 

Croesus is illuminated. He's lying quivering on the floor. 

God: Why doest thou quiver so? Why doest thou lie bent and ravaged 
before me? Stand ... so that I may see thee. 

Hesitating, quivering, Croesus stands. His eyes are fixed on 
his feet, his back to God. 

God: Turn. Let me see thy face. 

Croesus tries to turn, but can't. His quivering intensifies. He 
seems about to collapse. 

God: My_ str_ength be in thee. My hands be out to thee. (Croesus 
stops qun'."ermg and looks confusedly into the audience.) Lift thine 
eyes to mme. Standest thou straight and with dignity before thy God. 

Croesus slowly, suspic_iously raises his eyes to meet the eyes 
of God. When they meet, his form suddenly straightens and stands 
unmoving. 

Cro.: A man? (pause) A man! 

God: I am God. 

Cro.: I'm a man. Find the difference if you can. 

God: Only as a man canst thou see me .. so thus do I reveal myself to 
thee. 

Cro., (Suspicious): Only as a man? 

God: Only as a man. 

Cro. : The only way? 

Dem.: The only way. 

Cr~· : And ~ice live '.111-d die ... the rich ones and the poor ones ... all 
of em l~okmg for a httl~ thing called immortality (aside to the aud.) 
that ~hey re all sure they re gonna get with a little patience. But they 
all die '.111-yway.; .in the ,end. (pause) All because they can't see their 
feet while they re tryin to grab hold of a sun that's too far away for 
them to reach. (To God) I'M GOD! qua, qua, qua, qua. 

God: Take st thou my hand. Thou wilt find comfort in my being. 

Cr,o., (Frightened, drawing back from God's extended hand): In inno-
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cence the children looked up and beheld the face of God who was their 
Father. For the light came down from above and their eyes sought· 
the source of the light. And their Father hid the Sun from the eyes 
of his children, for he covered a great area and his children's eyes 
were small. And the area of their Father shadowed their eyes from 
the Sun •.. and behold they saw that their Father was the Sun and the 
Stm was God ... and God was the source. And the children knew not 
their Father's source, for He told them not •.. and neither did He 
know. 

And their Father raised up His children in His hands and showed 
them His glorious face and wonderous power. And terror filled their 
hearts that they 13hould be in the hands of so powerful a being. And 
yet there was comfort in their knowledge that He was their Father ..• 
and that His strength was with them in the weakness they could but 
feel next to His great strength. So they glorified their Father and 
made Him a God. And they looked at the God they had made and saw 
that He was their Father. And the children felt strong, for their 
strength was in the glory of their Father .•. and they had made His 
glory to be a great glory. And because He was their Father, they 
were close to Him and they could feel some of His glory as their own. 

God: T AKEST TI-IOU MY HAND! 

Croesus cringes and draws back frightened. 

God: Mad. 

Cro.: qua, qua, qua, qua. 

God: MADI 

Cro.: Mad? 

God: Mad. 

Cro.: Mad ••. mad .•• mad. Always mad. Can't be... Always ... 
_Perhaps if I showed you more? 

God: I have seen all. 

Cro.: :&t there's more. You'll see more clearly when you know the 
rest. 

God: My eyes are clear. They know not distortation. 

Cro.: But you judged me mad! 

God: That was my judgement. 

Cro.: As God is my judge? 

God: As God is thy judge. 

Cro.: But how can I be sure? I must know. I must be sure. 

God: That thou art mad? 

Cro. : That you 're God and I'm not. 

God: I am thy Godl I am thy judge! My word is truth! No less than 
truth. 
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Cro., (Despair): lhenJ must be .•. But no! I know you not as God! 
I know you not as judge! You mustn't judge until you're known as 
judge. I don't even have to listen.· · · 

God: Knowest thou Iiot thy God? 

Cro.: I·recogriize the face ... but I can't quite place ••. 

God: Recognition will suffice. 

Cro. : I need not know you. to take your word as truth? 

God: Canst thou_ know thy God? My word must be taken as truth. 

Cro .• : But I look at you and see a man! Can't I know the man I see? 

God: In so far as thou art me. My image is in man. In you! 

Cro.: Then I can know you! 

God: As thyself. 

Cro. : Myself? 

God: My image is in thee. Know thyself and know my iniage. 

Cro., (Bothered): But I seek your ESSENCE, not your image. 

God: Thou canst Nar look upon my essence·! · 

Cro., (Spite): Then I WILL question your words. 

God: Blind arrogance. 

Cro.: Blind! I can't know what I can't see. I MUST question your 
words. 

God: But thy reason is a fallen reason. 

Cro.: Ca,n yo:u not pe ~o~ with reason? 

God: Only Purest.reason. Reason thou hast never known. 

Cro.: But I'm God! qua, qua, qua. Surely you can't doubt •.• 

God: THAT THOU ART MAD! (pause) Thou art a man. 

Cro.: So I'm a man:. 

God: Can man be God? 

Cro.: Why not man? Is there a law? 

Gcid: Thou art my creation. 

Cro.: So God made man. (pause) Is there a law? 

God: If I made thee, can i be a.man? 

Cro.: Why not! (longer pause) Is there a law? 

God: Can I be both man ... and man's maker? 

Cro.: WHY NOf? 

God: Then man made man. 
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Cro., (Delighted): Man made man! Man made man! 

God: And man was before man was. 

Cro., (Not hearing God's last step, pondering over the fo7'11er): Man 
made man ... man made man ... God ..• man. (pause) And if man made 
man ... (pause) and God is man ... (excited) then man made God! 

God: Then thou seest that thou canst not be God. 

Cro., (Great despair): Oh. (pause) It's not fair! 

God: An injustice? 

Cro.: Why can't; I be God? You always get to be God! It's no fair! 
(pause, despair) It's no fair, .. 

God: Perhaps to seek to be thyself rather than thy God. 

Cro.: Be myself? 

God: Be thyself. 

Cro. : And I will be my God? 

God: I so far as I am in thee. (Silence) 

Cro.: Where should I start? 

God, (Suspicious): To seek thyself? 

Cro. : To seek myself. 

God: Closest thou thine eyes. Thou wilt see. 

Cro.: Close my eyes? And see? 

God: Close thine eyes. Tell me what thou seest. 

Cro., (Eyes closed): I see •.. I see ... the insides of my eyelids! 

God: Turn thine eyes inward! Lookest thou upon the essence of thy 
being. 

Cro., (Eyes closed): It's all black and empty. 

God gestures and a light comes on illuminating a couch with a 
glorious chair at its head next to Cro .. 

God: Lie down. Tell me what thou .seest. 

When Cro. lies down, God decends from his platform and sits 
in the great chair. He crosses his legs. 

Cro.: Where should I start? 

God: Search out thy roots .•. and look upon them. 

Cro., (Pause); My Father? 

God: Thy Father. 

Cro. : Father ••. Father ••. Father •.. 

God: Thy Father. 
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Cro •. : Father ••• Father ••• (pause) NO! DON'T HIT MEI (crumbling 
on the couch) Please! Please don't hit me again! (He cries. God 
gently touches his head With his hand and he becomes calm.) 

God, (Pause): Thy Father. 

cro.: My Father was a hairy ape. He beat me with the jawbone of an 
ass. 

God: Didst thou not obey? 

Cro.: I was afraid not to. 

God: 'Then why?· 

Cro.: He needed something to balance himself on. (despair) He was 
unbalanced. (silence) Afraid! Scared! 

God: Of his God? 

Cro. : Of thunder· and lightening. Of fire and hairy elephants. Saber 
tooth tigers, pterodactyls, brontosauruses, tyrannossauruses ••• 

God, (Facetious): Thou must know more years than thy looks seem to 
merit. 

Cro.: Just a good memory.. I have a good memory. 

God, ·(Suspicious pause): So thy Father knew fear. 

Cro. : And he balanced his fear by making us as scared of him as he 
was of the things he was scared of. (pause) He balanced his unbal -
ancing would by unbalancing us. (longer pause) He snarled like a 
saber tooth, roared like a tyrannossaurus, struck like a· swooping 
pterodactyl. 

God: He became the forces he feared. 

Cro.: The personification. It balanced him. 

God: And he unbalanced thee. 

Cro.: He beat me! (despair) He beat me. 

The lights go out. The voice of Dem. is heard. 

Dem.: Poor unbalanced kids. Poor children of Fathers. The great 
unfree. The manipulated and possessed. All the world's a stage and 
we're moved by strings. And all the strings are tied to one hand. 
Whose hand? God's hand? Man's hand? Whose hand? His? Mine? 
WHOSE? (pause) How long before the hand falls.? Then what's gonna' 
keep us up? Our feet? We don't have our feet! It'll have to be some
thing else if the hand falls. Our feet aren't strong enough. (silence) 
Poor unbalanced kids. Poor children of Fathers. (Croesus and God 
are reilluminated. ) 

God: And didst thou not seek balance in the unbalance he caused? 

Cro.: Balance. I did. With hate. Balance fear with hate. And hate 
dreams. I'd kill him ... and eat him ••. in every sleep ••• in every 
dream. I was a dreainer. 
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God:, Thy dreaJns? Thy hate?. ~ • balani::ed thee with the ~Jitll,er? 
. - ' . ' : . f ~ . ~ .. • : 

Cro.: 'Balanced! '(she~pi~h) A little. Not _en.;>ilgh. fllot ~eall)d 
(p ) But with myselfi Tuey balanced me with myself ••• so cou : 
be:s:iyself in the unbal~ce he caused. (pause) They made my m-
balance more bearaple. · 

God: And didst thou not seek balance with the Father?.• .being bal~ 
anced with thyself? 

Cro.: Balance. With my Father. I did. (sil~nc~) Wi~~f~ w(ggd 
1 built a new world. A world that I could be the F . . . . : . H 

· · s cold glance Cro turns and sees it. e 
gives Cro. a susp1c1ou '. • ldl I built itl It was my cre
becomes defensive.) I did! A new war · · · . · . · . d) 1 ationl (pause then sheepish) t started a rock collection (inspire. 
built ·a world ~frocks I And I. .. was the F~er o~oc~ip,~~~eg~~~~ 
him another stare.) I did! I collected roe s. ey . . h 1 

et It was ood to forget. J could dream. ~ c_ould be free w en• 
~auid forget; g Ru,nning in tall grass and fJowers:w1th bare feet. ,mue 
skies and fluffy white clouds. Free. , 

God: Then forgetting bal~ced thee with thy Father? 

Cro.: Until I cou~d no longer forget. Until he ate ffiY, 1'.0cks). Js?ae~:~ 
God glares at Cro.) He did! He ate my rocks~ (pause.. e. J~e:i:J. 

~: fuar::1~ wi~~~r~~~Y b~~i7e0£::: PY~:dt~!~~un c~~;~ !ff ai~y 
elephants to make it across _the clearing into th~ cave. . .. e. ar~~ 
made ·it back with his skins. .(pause) An unbalancing .exp:~:Usm. 
had to b.alance himself on spmething. (pause) · Amazing . . • 

God: Then thy balance was gone. 

Cro.: My rocks were gone. (pause) But there were always yo~:fe 
children. I could always balance myself on them.· (pause) 
brats. 

God: As thy Father had balanced himself on thee? . 

Cro · It was the only way I knew. I foamed it from him •. · (G°?. gla~es 
hard ·at Cro.) I snarled like a s.econd-hand saber to?th ••• roar.ed like 
a sick elephant ••• struck like a blind, can~. Learmng takes tune· ' 

God:· Then they, too, were unbalanced:. 

Cro. : They had no choice. in the niatter. (pause) It was the only way .• 
(pause) Iha.cl to balance myself .. _ · , ·. 

God: ··Then they hated thee_ •.• and feared ·thee,. , 
· Th dr. d too~ Cto.': As I hated and feared my father: (pa~se) e,y eame • 

Dreams of me. They called my name m their sleep. 

God: And the children? 
c . ~ On; each other; Ttiey"balanced themselves on each other. They 
f~ht ~ (pause)., And_ dog~._ , They kicked dogs· . , · · · 

God: The dogs too? ·'' 
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Cro.: The dogs too. 

Lights go out. 1he voice of Dem. is heard •. 

Dem. : POor confused dogs. Nothing they could balance themselves on. 
Tuey tried bones. They possessed bones. Manipulated bones. Built 
worlds of bones and hid them where they couldn't be touched. Under 
the ground. Cats and squirrels, too. Struck terror into the hearts of 
cats and squirrels. It was all they could do. (pause) To keep bal
ariced. 

olle of the children kicked too much .. Little savage. Littlest 
savage. Kicked so much that the dogs ha.cl to eat him to keep from 
exploding. It kept them from exploding. · · 

The other children saw the remains .•• and terror filled their 
hearts. They couldn't be unbalanced by the things they balanced them -
selves ort .•• so all they could do was get as much of their balance 
back as they could. · So they ate two of the dogs. To get back some of 
their balance. Couldn't get enough of it back though •.• because they 
remembered. Re.membered the one the dogs had eaten. They coulc:ln'~ 
forget •.. so a new fear was with them. A new fear to balance. ·(pause) 
The dogs started it. (pause) Poor confused dogs. (God and Cro. are 
relit.) 

Cro.: The dogs started it. (silence) The big turn. (silence) They 
were up against a wall. The bottom of the balancing scale. Nothing 
the could balance themselves on. (silence) So all they could do was 
turn. Back. On the children. 

God: But they feared the children! 

Cro.: Strength in numbers. They still knew fear. (pause) The dogs 
picked one of the_m. The littlest one. They caught him alone. (sil
ence) The rest of the children saw his remains and they saw the dogs. 
Terror filled their hearts. Their balance was leaving them. (silence) 
s,o they l;lad to :re-unbalance the dogs. Get as much of their balance 
back as they could. So they ate two of the dogs. (silence) It wasn't 
enough though. They couldn't get enough of their balance back. They 
remembered the on~ the dogs had eaten. (pause) Their feet stayed 
with them ••. and they had a new fear to balance •.• because they re
membered. (SILENCE) So they turned back on me. (pause) As the 
dogs had turned back op them. Th~y learned it from the dogs. 

God: Bufthey feared thee! Could they? •.• 

Cro. : ' Fe~ didn't. stop the dogs. (pause) A whole pack of them. 
Strength in numbers. The children had numbers too. A whole pack of 
them. Their numbers moved them past their fear. · 

God: But thy balance! 

Cro.: Pushed the same path. (silence) My Father •. It had to be. 
There was uo one else. No place else to turn. 

God: THY FATHER! (despair) Thy Father. 

Cro., (Frightened and defensive)~ The children were too many. A 
whol~ pack of them. 
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God: Couldst thou not have eaten ..• (He stops) 

Cro. : They had a strong leader. They made him strong with backing. 
They told him he was strong and he believed. He had backing. I only 
had myself. I was afraid. I wouldn't have had a chance. 

God: BUT THY FATHER! 

Cro.: I had to choose my lesser fear. (silence) My Father was old 
and weak. I had grown strong. I had passed him on the way up and 
left him far behind. (silence) He was afraid of me. I saw it in his 
eyes. (pause) He hadn't beat me for a long time. (silence) If his 
was glory, mine could be no less than glory. 

God: But thou didst see him Nar in glory, but as a fallen man. 

Cro. : Still there was glory in my memory. I remembered his glory. 
I remembered him when he was unmoving; when I had called him God 
and felt his strength as my own. (silence) And now he had moved. 
No longer unmoving. His bowels had shifted and I saw him as.a man. 
(silence, then agitated) So where was my strength? His unmoveable
ness had been my strength .•. AND HE HAD MOVED. 

God: Where was thy strength? 

Cro.: In my memory. My memory of my Father when he was llll
moving to me. (silence) And he was destroying that memory .•• by 
becoming old and weak and frightened. He was destroying my memory 
and my memory was my strength. He was destroying my strength. I 
had to kill him. 

God: Had to kill him. 

Cro.: Had to kill him •.• so he could live ..• as my God. Killed him as 
a man so he could live as my God. And I need my God to live. My 
God was my strength. I needed my strength. (silence) And he lived. 
As my God. An image of my Father. An image built from memory. 

God: Thy FATHER! Thy FATHER! An image of thy Father! 

Cro.: My Father. But I remembered him. As my God. 

God: Then his image lived. 

Cro.: As the source of my strength. It continued to give me strength. 
Enough strength to become their Father. (God gives him a cold 
glance) They needed a Father. They needed his strength. Being near 
great strength madethem feel strong; so they made my strength great. 

God: Thou art the SON OF THE FATHER! They must have known. 
Could they? .•. 

Cro.: My victory over my Father was a glorious one. I made it a 
good show. I ate him ... so his glory would be in me. (silence) And 
they saw my meal. I made sure they were all there to see ••• so 
they'd know what was in me. (silence) So they made me their Father. 
(A cold glance from God) I was the only one who knew the part well 
enough. I was the only one with enough glory. I was the only one who 
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had kill:d h~. (silence) So there I sat .•. on the throne of my Father 
... shaking like a leaf. 

God: In fear? 

Cro.: I was no Father. 

God: To sit on thy Father's throne makes thee no Father. 

Cro. : And I was afraid they'd see my fear; see that I wasn't their 
Fath1er.. (pau~e) As I had seen my Father's fear. (silence) I knew 
they d kill me 1~ they saw. (pause) But they wouldn't see. They need
ed me to be their Father so they wouldn't see me as anything else. 

God: Then thy fear left thee. 

Cro.: My fear never left. (pause) I always knew that I was no Fath 
I had to be afraid. I could never be sure they wouldn't see me. er. 

God: Couldst thou be their Father in fear? 

Cro.: I balanced my fear. The less I felt like the Father I remem
bered, the more I acted like him. (pause) I over-acted (silence) 
It balanced me! Their need •.. and my over-acting. · 

God: And when their need was gone? 

~ro. : . Their nee_d ~tayed with them for a long time. (pause) By the 
time 1t le~, I didn t have to act anymore. (Suspicious glance from 
God) They d made me forget that I wasn't their Father. 

God: But it was an ACT! 

Cro.: I acted as I had to act. I acted as they needed me to act It 
wasn't an act! It was all I knew. I was me! · · 

God: It was not thee! It was what they made thee! 

Cro.: Wh_i~h was me! (pause) •.• after they1d made me. (silence) So 
they glorified me and made me their Father. (pause) and I gave them 
the strength and comfort that only a glorified Father could give (sil -
ence) '.fhey made me glorious and unmoving. I BECAME glorio~s and 
urunovmg. 

God; Bl.IT THOU WOULDST MOVE! THOU ART MAN! 

Cro.: I stayed still. They moved. I commanded. They moved. 
(pause) Together we renewed our Father's image in me. 

God, (In distant thought): The glory of an image ... 

Cro · : So they s~rved me and glorified me. It made them strong. 
Theymademe their God .•• so their strength would be unmoving. 

God, (Hostile, demanding): THEIR GOD? 

Cro ·, (Frightened, defensive): So their strength would be unmoving. 

God: COULD THEY NOT HAVE SERVED THEE AS MAN? 

Cro.: That would have made them less than men. Tlwv wouldrl't be 
les~ than men ••• (Pause) so they made me their God. · 
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God gestures and the lights go out. Demaratus speaks. 

Dem.: So they glorified their Father and made him a God. And they 
said, "See this glorious God? He's our Father." And the children 
of the Father knew a great strength as their own ••. for his glory was 
their strength ••• and they had made his glory to be a great glory. 
And because he was their Father, they were close to him; •• and they 
felt some of his glory to be as their own. (God and Cro. are reillumi
nated.) 

God: C.ouldst thou go .as God? Unchallenged as God? 

Cro.: A God can't be challenged. 

God: THOU ART MAN! 

Cro.: They saw Iioman in me. I covered my face ·with the head of a 
saber tooth; my skin with its skin. · 

God: They must have seen! 

Cro. : I was see~ on my throne cir I wa~n \ seen .•. · 

God: But thy women! 

Cro.: My women saw. (pause) They wouldn't tell though ••• because 
they enjoyed being.the women of a God. 

God, (Despair): They told not. 

Cro.: One told. (pause). She was young and wanted to lay often. 
There were many women and I was getting old .•• so I couldn't lay 
often with. any of them. So she went to a son who was good to lay with 
• • • and she wanted to stay with him. (pause) But still sh,e wanted t<;> 
be the woman of a God. (pause) So she bade him see as she saw, 
hoping that he would be the God that I was. (silence) But he wouldn't 
know as she knew and he was afraid when she told hiµl. He would not. 
see because he could not see. He still neeoed me to be God and he. 
still feared my strength. (silence) So ne ·covered his geriit~ls and 
made her do the same ••• so I wouldn't know they knew. (sllence) 
When I saw them, I knew. (pause) Because they had covered them -
selves. (pause) Because I remembered my first glory ••• and my first 
fear. (silence) It had to be exile. In time he would have seen me. 
I know he would have. I couldn't be seen. I had.to send them out. 
(silence) They saw the burning W'rath in my eyes and k:neW not to re
turn. (silence) So I wasn't challenged. I wasn't threatened again 
until the children had grown; those who had come after my victory 
over my Father. (pause) They hadn't seen my meal. They didn't 
know what was in me. (pause) They didn't know my glory. (silence, 
then intense) THEY KNEW ME NOT AS GOD. . 

God: What couldst thou have done? 

Cro.: I couldn't be seen. (pause) So I told them. I told them of my 
glory. I built a glorious language on rny glory; filled their heads with 
glorious words that told of my victory. (silence) But telling wasn't 
enough. They wouldn't be convinced. (pause) So I had to be good to 
them. Good to them ••• so they wouldn't hate me for not being a God. 
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, God: The children feared thee not? 

Cro. : Feared me. not .• I was good to them. 

God: But the others feared thee and worshiped thee as their God: 

Cro.: And they beat their chfldren for not doing the same. 

Go.d: But the children knew thee not as God. 

Cro. : So they were beaten for not doing something that wasn't in them 
to do, (silence) So they hated and feared the others for beating them 
unjustly .•. And they hated me for not stopping the beating. They knew 
I was the Qnly one who could stop the beating. 

God: Why didst thou not stop the beating? 

Cro.: The others were afraid of me •.• and they had to balance. their 
fear. If I had taken away their balance, they would have turned. I 
remembered when I had turned on my Father. (silence) The others 
were to, strong •.• too many. I was afraid of them and I thought my 
fear would have shown if I had interfered. l couldn't let my fear be 
seen ... because I remembered what I had donewhen I saw my Father's 
fear. · 

God: Then thou didst allow the beating. 

Cro.: I had no choice. I couldn't have defended those who saw me· not 
as God when I needed to be God; (pause) And I couldn't have shown 
my fear of the others. A God can't show fear. (pause) They would 
have killed me. 

God: T'hen the children challenged thee • 

Cro.: I balanced them with the others. (pause) They feared the 
others, but they didn't fear me •.• because I was good to them. So 
they sought balance with the others through me. They balanced the 
feared others by challenging the other's feared God. . 

God: BUT A GOD CANNOT BE CHALLENGED BY A MAN! A GOD 
MUST RAISE IDMSELF IN VICTORY OVER THOSE WHO WOULD 
CHALLENGE HIM. 

Cro. : You killed them? 

God, (Confused): Killed them? Killed them .•. Killed them... Tue 
flood ••• ,THE FLOOD! (silence, then to Cro.) You killed them? . 

Gro.: I couldn't be challenged. I couldn't be seen. They would have 
killed me. . · 

God: THOU DIDST KILL THEM! (A distant thunder is heard.) 

Cro., (Cringing): It was the only way. 

God, (Despair): Thou didst kill them. 

Cro. : Not all of them. · They were too many .•• too strong. 

God, (Suspicious): Then they killed ••• thee? 

Cro,: I expected ••• but they didn't. 
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God: But what could have stopped?. o • 

Cro.: We were invaded •.. (pause) by a band of starving nomads. 
(silence) I raised myself in victory .over their numbers. I ate their 
Father. Now the children knew too what was in me 0 

God: Thy glory was renewed. 

Cro.: My image was restored .•. reinforced .•. revitalized ... reacti
vated. 

God: Thy life was preserved. 

Cro., (A sigh): My life was preserved. (pause) Aslongas there were 
slaves. (silence) We kept the nomads as slaves. (pause) They clean
ed our excrement They glorified my people. (pause) And my people 
glorified me. (pause) It was fair. 

God: Then they killed thee not. 

Cro.: I had a new glory and a fresh victory. They had slaves. They 
had glory of their own. The need was gone. 

God: And thou didst live out thy life in glory. 

Cro. : Unhappily ever after. 

God: Unhappily. <Pause) Supported only by an image. 

Cro.: MY IMAGE WAS STRONG! IT HELD ALL WHO SERVED 
ME STRAIGHT AND TALL! IT HELD ME STRAIGHT AND TALL! 

God: BUT IMAGES DO NITT LIVE! SHOULD THE STRENGTH OF 
MEN REST HELPLESS IN THE STONE COLD HANDS OF UNLIV
ING THINGSZ 

Cro.: But images live! .... to men who make them live. Images feed 
on living things . 

God: And living things feed them! 

Cio. : And make them live. 

God, (Despair): And make them live. 

God gestures and lights go out. Dem. is heard. 

Dem.: Take the image away from the man and what've you got? A 
man? Or is man an image too? An organism! A sensitive organism 
•.• sensitive to itself and things outside of.itself ... sensitive and re -
tentive enough to make those things outside itself to be things inside 
itself. How's that? Free of images? Objective enough? (pause) Too 
bad we can't see ourselves as sensitive organisms. Something to do 
with pride or something. Rather see ourselves as men than as organ -
isms. Gives us more meaning and worth. It's just a shame that we 
have to need so much meaning and worth that we can't be free to see 
ourselves as we really are ... as plain old sensitive"organisms. (God 
and Cro. relit). 

God: What of those who had not the strength of an image tP k<'<'P them 
standing? 
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Cro.: Were there men without images? 

God: The slaves .. Thei~ Father was dead ..• Their image was dead. 

Cro.: Their Father was dead. Their image lived. 

God: BUT IMAGES DO NITT LIVE! 

Cro. : So they can't die .•• unless the men who gave them life would 
die. And they didn't die. They lived. 

God: But as slaves! 

Cro.: Still they lived .. 

God: But what strength could they find in an image which had brought 
them to oppression? .. 

Cro.: They ignored their oppression. (pause) They remembered 
their Father when he had been a God to them. They glorified their 
memory and built a tradition on it. (pause) They turned away from 
the oppressing image and built an image of their own ..• and image 
that would not oppress them butwould promise them as end to oppres
sion. They turned to strength from within where the without offered 
them no strength. {silence) And they lived in their memory and in 
their dreams~ And the greater their oppression; the more they elab
orated on their memory ... and the more they lived in their dreams. 
(pause) And their image flourished in oppression. 

God: It gave them strength? 

Cro. : Strength to exodus. 

God, (Distant thought): Exodus .•• exodus ..• exodus •.• 

Cro.: And they exodused. {silence) They had no choice. Tuey had 
to. 

God, (Confused): No choice? But to choose freedom? 

Cro.: It was the children who exodused; the children who hadn't 
kno.wn andhadn 't seen the Father of their parents. Tuey didn't have 
their own memory. They had only the memory of their parents. They -. 
had only the words of their parents. 

God: And words weren't enough. 

Cro. : Not enough. They needed more than words. They needed 
action. They needed revelation. They needed to behold the image of 
their . God with their own eyes. They needed proof of his being.· 
(pause) They had to act. They had to act ..• or the image of their 
parents would have died; and with it their strength ... for their parents 
were their strength and the strength of their parents was in the image 
of their Father. {silence) But they lived ••. (pause) because they 
made their images live •.• because they acted ... and knew with their 
eyes .•• because they exodused and refused to die. (silence) Their 
image stayed with them. Their strength stayed with them. Their 
image was their strength. 

Silence 
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God: THEN THEIR STRENGTH WAS NO STRENGTH! 

Cro., (Sitting up, turning to ~ace God): What? 

God, (Standing up, agitated):_ Their strength in their ima~e ••• Ch~..: 
ed to their image... Chained to their strength... Chamed tothe1r 
freedom .•• 

Cro.: But it was their creation. The~ image.•. 

God: They created their strength? But their strength was in them! In 
their very nature! That is how I made thee! In thy very natw::e. Vo 
audience) I made thee with strength. (To Cro. ) How could they give 
themselves what .I had already given?. 

Cro., (Shrugging): It's the way we are. 

God: Because thou art weak! Thou hast no strength to keep thee stand-
ing! WEAK! 

Cro.: But you just Silid ••• 

God: WEAK! 

Cro. : We've never had a chance to be anythii:Jg else. 

God: But why turn to me in thy weakness? Why won't thou leavest me 
alone? I wish you'd leave me alone. 

Cro., (Intense): Think back to your God. When you were weak ••• did 
you not turn to him for strength? 

God stands silent. 

Cro. : When your strength l;Iad grown and his image had crumbled in 
your eyes ••• were you not cruel? 

Silence 

Did you not ridicule him behind his back ••• and yet seek to be bim? 
And did you not yet fear him .•• even in weakness? .•• becausefear was 
all you had know to him? 

God, (Confused): But I thought I was the .•• 

Cro.: · First? There was no ..• _ 

God: FIRST! I WAS ... 

Cro. : Your Father ••• Father .•• Father ••• 

God, (In distant thought): F~er, •• Father... I HAD NO FATHER! 
I ALWAYS WAS ANO ALWAYS WILL BE ••• 

Cro. : Bullshit. 

Dem. breaks up and laughs. 

Dem.: Damn you Croesus! You promised. 

Cro., (Sheepish): I couldn't resist it. 

Dem.: You knew what would happen. 

-so-

cro. : I thought it would be good. 

Dem, (Smiling still): ~ou've ruined the play. 

Cro. lowers his head. 

Dent. : No. It wa:s getting too serious anyway. 

Cro.: No. You're right. I shouldn't have. We should have finished. 

[)em.: We can still finish. 

Cro.: Let's try. (pause, then intense) Yot,Ir F~er ••• Father ••• 

Dem., (Distant thought): Father ••• Father •.• Father •.• 

Cro.: Father ••. Father ••. 

God, (Distant thought): Father ••• Father ••• I seem to remember •.• 
DID HE HAVE HAill? 

Cro. : All over. 

God, (Enlightened): AND TEETH! 

Cro. : Canines three inches long •.• molars like _typewriter keys ••. · 
bicuspids like •.• 

God, (Cringing, frightened): NO! Don't hit me again! Please! Please 
don't hit me again. 

Croesus places his hand on God's head and he becomes .calm. 

Cto. : Your Father. 

God: MY GOD! HE WAS ..• 

Cro. : A hairy ape. 

God: ah ah hhh I. .. 

Cro. : Killed him. 

God: BUT HE WAS AN ANIMAL! THE THINGS HE DID TO ME! 
HE! BEAT ME! HE MADE ME ... 

Cro. : It was an animal that killed him. 

God: YOU DARE ••• (pause) But I've grown out of that animal. 

Cro. : . The .animal has never grown out of you. 

God, (Desperate): But I did grow! I DID! 

Cro.: You eXpanded. You e:xi:ianded with us as we rose on the glory 
of your image. 

God: Expanded ..• expanded .•• expanded ••• ex ••• (He lowers his head 
to his chest, wraps his arms around his stomach as he convulseswith 
sobs.) My Father ... My Father ... I've killed my Father! My God! 
What have I done? 

God falls to his knees and continues to sob. Croesus' headis 
turned down in sorrow; his hands hang limp at hi!'l sides. He's sorry. 
He' f! sorry for God. (The lights go out.) 

end act 2. 
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act 3: apology 

Tue stage is dark. 

Cro., (From out of the dark): Well, (pause) Finally got adecent defi
nition of a man. (pause) A thing with an image. 

All lights on the stage go on. Dem. is lying on the couch; Cro. 
is sitting cross-legged on the floor at the foot of God's chair facing 
the audience. Dem. is still wearing the God robe, but the head piece 
and beard are off. They hang in. full sight on the back of the God chair. 

Cro., (To audience): How do you feel? 

Dem.: My shin's killing me. 

Cro.: I'm sorry. I had to do it. 

Dem.: Yes. I made you do it. 

Cro., (Pause): The fortunes of war. 

Dem.: I'll get over it. 

Silence. Cro. studies the audience; Dem. the ceiling. 

Dem.: So that's how it all happened. 

Cro.: How they made us Gods. 

Dem.: We let our beards grow. 

Cro, (To audience): It was their idea. They wanted us to look glori
ous. 

Dem. : We mounted our fluffy white clouds. 

Cro. : While they held the ladder •.. and anchored the clouds. 

Dem. : It WAS exciting. 

Cro. : While the excitment of rebellion lasted. 

Dem., (Defensively): BUT THEY MADE ME! 

Cro., (Angry): AND YOU LET THEM! 

Dem.: BUT I REALLY STARTED TO BEI.JEVE •.• 

Cro.: THAT YOU WERE GOD! (angry pause) AND YOU UTII.JZED 
YOUR REASON IN THE SERVICE OF YOU; YOU MANIPULATED 
TRUTH FOR THE GLORIFICATION OF YOU .•• AS. FRIGHTENED 
MEN UTILIZED THEIR REASONS IN THE ALLEVIATION OF THEIR 
FEARS ... and in doing so, manipulated their words for the glorifica-
tion of YOU. 

Dem. , (Sheepish): What could I have done? 

Cro.: Shown yourself. 

Dem.: As a man? 

Cro.: A man. 

Dem.: They'd have boiled me in oil. Crucified me. 

Cr.o.: They wouldn't. 

Dem.: They would! 

Cro.: They wouldn't. 

Dem. : They would have! I know they would have! (pause) There was · 
another man once. 

Cro. : Another man? 

Dem. : Long ago. He talked to me. 

Cro.: Then he saw that you were just a ..• 

Dem., (Interrupting): HE TRIED ... to tell them that I was just a •.•. 
(pause) a man ... AND THEY KILLED HIM! (Despair) They killed 
him. Because he could see. 

Cro. : They weren't ready to see. 

·Silence. 

Tuey weren't prepared. 

Silence. 

They still needed you to be God to them. 

Dem.: It was my fault. (Despair) He died for me. 

Cro. : They were frightened by the things he said. 

Silence. 

Their God was their strength ... but only as God. 

Silence. 

They had to kill him .•. so they could be balanced. 

Dem., (Despair): Had to kill him. 

Cro.: To balance them so they could live with strength. 

Dem. : So I could live. 

Cro. : So the truth would live. 

Dem.: But he's dead! 

Cro.: His image has lived. An. image fraught with truth. 

Silence. 

He built it while he lived. 
He had disciples ... 
He showed them how to build an image ... 
How to make it live ... 
Where he knew he would die. 

Silence. 

So he spent his life filling the image that would live. after him. 
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Dem., (Despair): Another image. 

Cro.: AN IMAGE OF A MAN! No Father. No God. 

Dem.: But still an image! 

Cro.: So his truth would live. 

Dem., (pause): Then his truth has lived. 

Cro.: To this day. (pause) In the image of a man. 

Silence. 

Built not of Fathers ..• not of Gods 
••. But of a man. 
A real and living man. 
The son of a Father. 
Built of the living. 

Silence. 

And they called him the Son of God ..•. for men who needed their God 
to be God. 
And they called him the Son of man •.. for men to see the sons of 
Gods andmen to walk with heads and arms and feet. 
So the image of man would walk with the God of man. 
For men to judge. 

Dem., (pause): Perhaps I should have shown myself. 

Cro.: It would have taken great strength. 
Belief in man. 
Belief in yourself. 

Dem. : I could have run away .•• and left a note. 

Cro.: They needed you. You would have left them in need. 

Dem. : They would have died? 

Cro.: Tuey couldn't read. 

Dem, (Gets up, paces): But I couldn't be seen. I couldn't! They'd 
have killed me! I know. 

Cro.: You could have shown yourself. 

Dem.: I COULDN'T BE SEEN! 

Cro.: YOU COULD HAVE SHOWN YOURSELF! 

Dem. : I COULDN'T ..• (pause) Shown myself? 

Cro.: Had you shown yourself ... they wouldn't have needed to see you. 

Dem., (Pondering): Shown myself. 

Cro.: Your children would have been raised out of unglory to know 
no need of glory. 

Dem.: They'd have seen that I was a man. 

Cro.: By your hand. 
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Dem.: They'd have seen that their strengthwasn't in me. 

C;ro.: But in man. 

Dem. : In themselves, 

Cro.: They WOULDN'T have killed you. 

Dem.: They wouldn't. (pause) And now I live in fear of being seen. 

Cro.: If they see you, they'll kill you. 

Dem . : And now it's too late! It's too late ! 

Cro.: It's not too late. They will see. You'd better show. 

Dem.: I'd better show. (He turns to the audience, gestures with his 
hand as if about to say something; says nothing. He stands in silence 
for a time. Then with a final effort, as one who has been greatly in -
spired, he throws open his arms, turns his head to the heavens ... ) 
LET THERE BE .•• (All the lights go out. A dissonant crash and 
clatter is heard off stage. When the lights come back on he's kneel
ing and cringing). 

Cro.: Lights. (Lights come on.) 

Despaired, Demaratus rises and walks back to the couch. He 
lies down. 

Cro. : Did you show yourself? 

Dem.: They saw me. 

Cro., (Ponders): What did they say? 

Dem. : Nothing. 

Cro.: Maybe they didn't understand. 

Dem. : Their eyes were hard. 

Cro., (Shrugging): You've done your part. 

Dem.: My part? 

Cro.: Now it's up to them. 

Dem.: Up to them? 

Cro.: You're free. 

Dem.: Free? 

Cro.: Free! 

Dem.: They don't need me anymore. 

Cro.: Not if they understood. 

Dem.: (Hopeful): Maybe they didn't understand. 

Cro. : It makes no difference ... bee ause you under stand. 

Dem., (Despair): Yes. I understand. 

Cro.: So you'll have to wait. 
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Dem.: Wait? 
Cro.: One day they'll come to you and tell you they understand. 

Dem. : But in the mean time! 

Cro.: Close your eyes. (pause) You'll see. 

Dem.: Close my eyes? And SEE? 

Cro. : It will take time. But time will come. 

Dem.: I'm easily distracted. 

Cro. : Find a closet. 

Dem., (Frightened): No! Not the closet! 

Cro.: It has to be. 

Dem.: But it's full of crutches! 

Cro.: I thought you emptied .... 

Dem. : There were too many. 

Cro., (Walking briskly into the left wing): I'll empty it for you. I'll 
find you a pillow. 

Dem.: No! Don'f leave me! 

Dem. stands alone on the stage. He stares confusedly into the 
audience. His confusion changes to determination; his determination 
to fear; his fear to concern. He puts the beard and head-piece back 
on and turns to the audience. 

God: Thou didst need a man ... whom thou couldst see and touch ... 
and I was to thee a God ... which thou couldst neither see nor touch. 
Thou didst need a brother •.• whom thou couldst know; with whom ·thou 
couldst grow •.. and I was to thee a Father ... whom thou couldst not 
know and whose growth thou couldst not understand. As children thou 
hast suffered my blindness •.. so thou art as thou art. 

Bare thee no child to suffer. Judge not thy child! Judge not thy 
brother ..• when thou knowest neither the essence of the judge nor of 
the judged. Let thy judgement cause no man suffering when thou 
knowest not the forces moving thee to judge. Let thy act cause no 
man suffering when thou knowest not the forces moving thee to act. 

Lower no creature to thee. Raise no man above thee . If thine 
eyes be open to his plea, there can be no being greater than thine. 
(pause) Close thine eyes to contempt ... for its source is my blindness 
and the blindness I have cause in thee. Close thine eyes to me and 
open them to thyself. The truth is in thee. Thou must see it in thee 
... for thou wilt not see it in me ... until thou see st that I am thee. 

Our children must not see this God ... until they can know me. 
Our children must see NOTHING WHICH THEY CANNOT KNOW 
and they will know all. 

War not for the glory of this image. (Removes the beard and 
head-piece. Drops them to the floor.) Bunch of shitheads ! 
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He stops before he disappears into the left wing and turns to the 
audience. 

God: I'm sorry. (He leaves.) 

A few seconds pass. Cro. Sticks his shaved pink head out of the 
left wing. 

Cro.: Grow thou not up. Grow thou into. Into •.• into ... into. Thyself 
••• thyself •.. thyself. You'll have yourselves. Your balance will be 
in you. You'll be able to carry yourself around with you. (pause) 
W?ere ever thbu goest. (smiles) A portable balance. What'll they 
think of next? 

He's jerked suddenly back out of sight. Demaratus' voice is 
heard. 

Dem. : Enough! 
end. 




